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Microsoft and KPMG

An alliance that fuses technology and business expertise
To help organizations on their digital
transformation journey, Microsoft and
KPMG have a strategic alliance that brings
together leading-edge technologies with
a business-first consultancy approach.
Microsoft offers a broad
portfolio of integrated
technology capabilities that
avoids the challenge of
managing different vendors.
KPMG has extensive crossindustry expertise in delivering
strategic business outcomes.
Together, we build relevant,
value-based solutions to
address our clients’ most
complex problems – with a
focus on the following key areas:

Cybersecurity

Microsoft Business Solutions

We help create a more resilient cloud environment
by centralizing your security monitoring and
incident response capabilities. Combining KPMG’s
strengths in cyber defense and data governance
with advanced Microsoft security technologies
such as Azure Security Center, we can help you to
reduce your security risks while maintaining
control over data.

Through a combination of KPMG’s design-andbuild expertise, plus advanced business solutions
such as Microsoft Dynamics 365, we can drive more
efficiency into front- and back-office operations and
enhance your customer interactions.

Cloud Services
Cloud is transforming business and operating
models, enabling organizations to reap many
cost and flexibility benefits. Together, KPMG and
Microsoft can build highly tailored cloud solutions
based on Microsoft Azure, which incorporate
security, privacy and compliance features to give you
a higher level of protection.

Data & Analytics
KPMG and Microsoft offer an enterprise-grade data
and analytics platform that provides a navigational
tool for business transformation, helping
organizations convert data into actionable insights
that drive growth, savings and strategic value, while
also reducing risk.
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In this executive briefing, we explore the cybersecurity
impact that the COVID-19 pandemic is having on enterprise
organizations across the Middle East and Africa.
We will consider how enforced workplace restrictions have accelerated
digital transformation, cloud adoption, and remote working—and how
the rapid rise of new cyber threats requires organizations to refocus
their security strategies around identity.

